ENTRY AND QUEUE

Take Hennepin Ave to South 12th Street, take South 12th Street to Yale, turn right onto Yale heading westbound toward the Park. Follow Yale to Spruce and enter Controlled Entry for local traffic with Entry Pass, proceed forward to split into lanes 3 lanes (3A on Left side of Yale and 3B on Right side of Yale — leaving center lane open/free for local traffic to enter). Proceed forward to enter the Park at 3B with Entry Pass.

LOAD-IN/LOAD-OUT

Load-In is Walk/Cart in Only — NO Cars allowed into the park. Park in designated parking.

Direction of travel is ONE WAY in the park. Load-In is Walk/Cart in Only — NO Cars allowed into the park. Park in designated parking.

No Vehicle Travel beyond this point.

Load-In is Walk/Cart in Only — NO Cars allowed into the park. Park in designated parking.

Warning: Controller Entry

1. No Vehicle Travel beyond this point.

2. Load-In is Walk/Cart in Only — NO Cars allowed into the park. Park in designated parking.

3. Direction of travel is ONE WAY in the park. Load-In is Walk/Cart in Only — NO Cars allowed into the park. Park in designated parking.

4. No Vehicle Travel beyond this point.

Load-Out: Sunday 7 PM: Small commercial vehicles are allowed in the park for Load-Out.